
Cameron Mark Lewis - Canterbury Christ Church University - Design Museum Research

•   Created with Gold Wire, Metal, Crystal, Marble, Hematite all 
sturdy materials all materials that could be easily found.
•   Part of a series by Jünger that explores his fascination with 
geometric shapes and abstract landscapes.
•   Jünger often worked with found materials.

Herman Jünger – Necklace – 1990

•   Designed to be worn as a necklace either around your neck 
or even possible double wrapped to be a bracelet.
•   Materials used are elastic, sweets, necco wafers and paint.
•   Sweets moulded into ring shapes, threaded onto elastic, the 
elastic is then tied on both ends creating the necklace. 

Maisle Broadhead - Sweets - 2012

•   Created with a metal plated drain stainer, ball chain and pa-
per clips.
•   Created from different types of metals which can all be found 
around the house.
•   Put together simply with paper clips using the holes in the 
plated drain stainer put onto a ball chain using another paper 
clip to create a necklace.

Anni Albers - Paper Clip Necklace Kit - 1941
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Coloured card has a vari-
ety of  different uses such as 
wrapping paper, paper bags. 

Paper is made from wood 
pulp and treated after to 
add colour.

Newspapers are printed 
thin paper generally used 
for editoral use.

Newspapers are generally 
made from wood pulp and 
recycled matter, and not in-
tended to last long.

Bubble wrap is used normal-
ly to protect products/items 
during transport to reduce 
damage

Tiny air bubbles are spaced 
apart to create the bubble 
wrap.Corrugated cardboard is 

used in by most people on a 
daily basis, from parcels to 
drinking cups

Created with fiber-board 
and paper based materials, 
has 2 layers and the corru-
gated linerboard to hold the 
cardboard tohether

Folding is when you use 
paper or card and fold it 
in different ways and view-
point angles to make some-
thing interesting. Folding is 
the act of  beding something 
over itself.

A scanner picks up light that 
reflects onto the item you 
are scanning and then picks 
up what is on the document, 
using a scanner converts a 
physical document/image 
into a digital form on your 
computer.

Paint typically consists of  
pigment, resin, solvent and 
additives, painting is the 
process of  putting the paint 
on paper or another materi-
al in an art like fashion.

Die cutting is a proccess 
that lets you produce large 
amounts of  shapes from 
a range of  materials such 
as plastic, wood and met-
al... could be described as 
a cookie cutter that when 
pressed down cuts the 
shape.

Materials: Processes:
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Materials: Coloured Card, Newspaper, String Processes: Folding, Cutting, Glueing, Photogragh

I first started looking at materials, I wanted to use mate-
rials that were easy to find and around the house, so I de-
cided to use card, newspaper/magazine and some string, I 
then faced a problem of  what to do with these, so I decid-
ed to try and use processes which again were easily avail-
able to me. 

The proccess’s I used were folding, cutting, gluing and pho-
tograph to document the final design, I wanted there to be 
a meaning for my peice of  work, design and magazine’s/
newspaper’s rely on each other and work togehter do I 
wanted to show a design that shows this.

I first started cutting the card into the words of  ‘DESIGN’, 
I didn’t stick to a consistant typography as I wanted the 
design to look messy I then got my newspapers and maga-
zines and started cutting random sections and images and 
then wrapping the words in them, to show that magazines 
and design need each other to work.

Once I had done this I wanted to make these letters become connected to show the 
final part which is design and print working together, so using some string which was 
found around the home I connected the words and created a hanging peice shown to 
the left, I did try using the letters photograhed without being hung, but I felt it was 
missing somethng and the string completed the look.
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Materials: Coloured Card, Newspaper, String Processes: Folding, Cutting, Glueing, Photogragh

There is a few design proposals which I think could be poten-
tially used for this design such as:

- Poster
- Wall Art
- Digital Image (Photography)
- Book Design

I think there is a potential for many different uses, one being 
a poster; this cold easily be tweaked to be used in or as an ad-
dication to poster, it could also be used as wall art (shown to 
right) using the string it could easily be hung on or on some-
thing, it could also be a nice digital image (such as left) and 
lastly it could be incorporated into a book design?

My personal opionion on what this has the best potential for is 
wall art, it really shows off the design and effort that went into 
creating it and how design and print from newspaper’s can 
work and need to work together.


